New Look & Feel – ZORA goes mobile

Front page

New functions:

- Big search bar
- Latest additions (appear now redesigned directly on the front page)
- Open Access News (Informations on Open Access from the Open Access Website)
- TrendTerms (new feature)
- Top Downloads (now also visible on the front page as part of the statistic function)
- Social Media Buttons (in the right upper corner; share interesting information)
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**TrendTerms**
TrendTerms displays relevant terms of the abstracts of ZORA publications from the previous year on a map. The terms and their relations were extracted using VOSViewer software. Their timelines are taken from ZORA. The bubble size of a term is proportional to the number of documents where the term occurs. Colored clusters are formed by all terms that have a high number of relations.

**ConnectionWheel:**
Authors collaborations: How is publishing with whom and how often?
The ConnectionWheel displays the collaborations of authors. With click on the number all publications of one author are shown. If you click on another author his/her collaboration wheel will be shown.

**Responsive Web Design**
Responsive Web Design is more flexible in regard of the size of the user’s device
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